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CHRIS WANG; GRADE 7 
Powerful 

 
Castor extinguished the small fire burning at the tip of his shoe with his crooked sword. His 

face was covered with soot, and his tunic was smudged and torn. His brothers, Artemis and Zethus, 
stood similarly disheveled, although Artemis carried a bow with a snapped string. His quiver was 
empty, besides the odd pebble. Near them, lying on the ground was a large, black dragon with a 
spiny neck and a long, curling tail. Large wings lay broken on the dragon’s expansive backside. It was 
dead, though smoke still rose from its large nostrils. Behind them, a town stood in ruins. Blackened 
wood and bits of stone littered the earth. No villagers were about: either blown apart or still in 
hiding. The sky was covered in a blanket of impenetrable ash. 
 Sighing, Castor looked around. “So what do you think of the dragon's last words?” 
 “I don't know, brother,” said Zethus. “It seems ominous, some'ow. What did he mean by 
saying that he would get us? Who?” He wiped his face with his hand, although it did nothing to 
improve his features. “And look at this town. The king told us that we were supposed to come save 
'em from the dragon. It seems like all we've done is bring hell to earth.” He laughed bitterly. “Come, 
brothers, it's no use talking about these things. Let's see if we can find a city of some sort back 
where we came from. They'll take us in and we can send a message to the king.” The others nodded 
in agreement, and after taking what supplies they could find in the houses, they set off southwards 
with their drooping heads and shuffling feet. 
 A few weeks later, refreshed and in a good mood, the brothers climbed out of a modest but 
comfortable carriage. They were stopped outside a large, slightly degraded castle with a moat of 
muddy water. The white horses neighed and the driver eyed at them. “Well, um, good luck with the 
king. I hear that, um, he can be a little troublesome sometimes, if ya know what I mean. I hope you 
enjoyed your stay at Mimsville. Oh, and don't worry about your welcoming, we sent the king your 
letter about the dragon and all, he's sure to have gotten it before we arrived.” 
 “Thank you very much, kind sir,” answered Artemis, “and 'ave a good day.” The driver 
snapped his whip and the carriage sped off in the opposite direction, back from where they came, 
raising a thick cloud of dust. 
 Castor eyed the castle wearily. “Seems a bit run-down, don't ya think? Doesn't seem fit for a 
king!” He cast off his look of suspicion. “Ah well, we're here anyways, might as well see what the 
king's got in store fer us.” He proudly walked up to the moat with his brothers close behind. 
 Clearing his throat, Zethus said to the guard standing by the moat, “Well, um, the king's 
been expecting us, so, uh, please let down the drawbridge.” 
 “Are you's them brothers who so-called killed 'em dragon way down in Enderville? Seems 
like it, from this drawin' the king gave ta me fer ref'rence. 'Kay, why don't ya c'mon in and sees what 
the king's wants from ya!” Saying this, the guard whistled loudly. Two pages sitting on the banks of 
the moat stood up and heaved a large iron chain. The drawbridge fell with a loud bang, and one 
page secured it in place with an iron ball. Then, they did the same with another chain, but this time 
the cold, iron grates slid up. 
 “In ya go!” cried the guard, and the brothers stepped through the castle walls. The pages 
removed the ball, and the iron grate slid back down with a decisive clatter. 
 When they entered the cobblestone room, they were greeted by maids holding platters of 
food and drink, mainly grapes and wine. Six tall pillars, three on either side, stood towering above 
their heads. A long, red carpet was draped from the entrance to the king’s throne, which was raised 
slightly above the ground. The chair upon which the king sat was made with lustful gold, carved 
with roaring dragons, leaping lions, and flying songbirds. Other precious gems, such as emeralds and 
diamonds, were pressed into the surface. The seat was a deep purple velvet. The king was sitting, 
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smiling, with a crown of gold and crystals, and he wore a red robe lined with animal fur and 
decorated with gold buttons. 
 “Ah, my guests,” the king said pleasantly. “Let me introduce myself. I am King Kwaad, and I 
am currently the ruler of Marssonia. If you haven't forgotten, it was I who sent you on the quest to 
kill the dragon, as our own soldiers simply weren't trained well enough.” Artemis looked quizzically 
at the king. “But, enough about myself. I want to hear how you defeated the dragon. Come, let us 
find a more, hmm, let's say more private room, and then we can talk. We don't want all my servants 
listening in on your warrior skills, now do we?” he laughed. “Lest they come and defeat me myself! 
Take us to the room that I have prepared!” he called to a guard. 
 The guard came over and asked in a gruff voice, “You mean the one in the back?” The king 
nodded, and the guard ushered them to a small, metal door in the back of the palace. The guard, 
identified as a leader by the medal pinned on his chest, took a key from his pocket and opened the 
door. The king and his guests stepped inside the dark room, and the guard shut the door with a 
clang. 
 As soon as the guard left, three bowmen appeared out of the shadows and pointed their 
bows at the brothers. Surprised, the brothers froze. 
 The king's face, first kind and rosy, now became cold and featureless. “Before we begin, I 
would like to tell you something.” Without waiting for a response, he continued, “You see, you 
people were simply gaining too much power in my kingdom. It was dangerous for me. Therefore, I 
had to get rid of you.” 
 The brothers trembled fearfully. Zethus reached for his sword at his belt, but found nothing 
there. 
 “Gah! I must have dropped it in that town!” he muttered quietly. Unfortunately, the king 
heard. 
 “Do you see what I mean? It's people like you, always wanting to start something new, 
criticizing my mistakes. Where was I? Oh, that's right, getting rid of you. It was MY dragon. He was 
supposed to kill you. But it was my bad. I underestimated you people. So now, I have to get rid of 
you manually, and nobody will ever know, except me. You do realize that I can just make up some 
story, and everyone will believe it, right? That's my Plan B. You brothers,” he spat disgustedly, “and 
your little town of Mimsville, unfortunately won't live to tell your tale.”  
 As the brothers stared fearfully, the king turned and left. The room fell into darkness. The 
twang of bowstrings sounded, and three bodies slumped to the ground. And then there was no 
more. 
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WILLIAM SHAN; GRADE 8 
Phantasm  
 
Dear Honorable Mayor, 
 
    My name is James Cotterill and I have recently moved in with my family to 124 Melbourne 
Road. Obviously, I had heard rumors about the supposed ghost residing in the house when the 
previous owners were still living there.  But I was a very realistic man, dear mayor, and the house 
was surprisingly inexpensive. To me, this poltergeist was just a chain of unnerving coincidences, or 
some hooligan playing pranks. Before I lay out the evidence to you, please keep in mind that at the 
time of my family’s moving in, I had had not only a sophisticated alarm system installed, but also 
new locks implemented just in case the previous owners decided to retain a key. It was all for 
security.  

On August 27th, precisely two weeks after my family had comfortably moved in, I woke up 
at roughly 6:00 in the morning to go for a brisk jog.  As I headed down the stairs in my only pair of 
baggy jogging sweats, my pants suddenly tightened and constricted my legs, sending me spiraling 
down the staircase. My chest collided into the floor, sending tremendous waves of pain down my 
front. As I lay sprawled, vulnerable on the floor, the air around me began to feel frigid and dense. 
The hair on my arms stood up as though electrified, and goose bumps began to appear all over my 
upper arm. My chest hurt from the collision and large tender splotches of bruises began to form in 
the area around my rib cage. Pained, I heaved myself up onto my feet and was terrified when I 
noticed that the front and back doors were wide open and several living room windows were loosely 
hanging on their hinges. To understand how startled I was, you should know, judge, that my wife is 
very sensitive to cold, so naturally we always leave our windows closed. At first, the scene blatantly 
looked as though we were victims of a break-in, but as I surveyed the scene, I noticed nothing had 
been taken, and plenty of our valuables, which had been in plain sight, lay untouched. Even the 
security system had not gone off like it should have when the doors are opened from the outside. 
The alarm was still fully functional and had not been tampered with, meaning that someone, or 
something, had opened the door from inside the house. 

After roughly three weeks of relative peace, I believed that the incident was just a big 
coincidence. I remained convinced until the afternoon of September 21st. 

The 21st was a clear day, and broad daylight shone in through all the windows. My two 
youngest and I were lounging around on the couch, waiting for my wife and Trissa to bring lunch 
home. We were all sitting around the old television set we had brought over after moving, watching 
a James Bond movie together. Halfway through the climax of the movie, the kitchen lights began to 
flicker. It was inconspicuous at first, but it gradually grew to the point where the lights would turn 
on and off every 10 or so seconds. It wasn’t just the light flickering though; when I switched the 
television set off, we could all clearly hear the explicit sound of the switch moving up and down by 
itself. My children glanced at me with looks of sheer terror and huddled together. Paranormal scenes 
of countless movies flashed through my head. Could someone be in the house? I turned the corner 
slowly, only to discover a stark empty kitchen, void of life. This was extremely puzzling for me. The 
light switch has been fixed firmly in the off position ever since. Since then my youngest child, Sanri, 
has refused to step foot into the kitchen, and as a result all the family meals are eaten in the living 
room. 

That same night we stumbled upon the strangest thing. When my wife dropped her fork and 
leaned over to retrieve it, she displaced the rug, revealing an inscription of a cross, centered in a 
circle. The circle was drawn in a dark maroon substance, which I faintly suspected was blood, but to 
shield my family from superstitions; I convinced them all that it was just old paint. The symbol was 
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quite easy to scrub off and I went to bed that night incredibly disturbed, thinking we had gotten rid 
of that old doodle.  

The cross and circle reappeared the next morning, something I noticed upon waking.  But 
this time it was on my bedroom ceiling. I refused to believe what lay right before my very eyes. Now 
extremely paranoid, I rushed down the stairs, only to discover that the original mark was still gone. 
Again, my wife and I scrubbed the ceiling mark off, now seriously worried. However, no matter how 
many times we would scrub it off, the symbol always reappeared in a new location the next morning. 
We went at it for weeks, day after day, always on the lookout for where it would appear next. Our 
children caught on as well, although it was more of a game to them and they didn’t think too much 
of the mark.  

On a particular day, months after the strange inscription appeared, I woke to the sound of 
my wife screaming on the top of her lungs like a madman. Rushing over to console her, I placed my 
hands on her waist and looked over her shoulder. I toppled backwards, petrified by what shone in 
the bathroom mirror. Across her lovely face was the circle and cross mark, drawn in the same dark 
red substance. Your honor, you must try and understand how incredibly shaken my wife and I were. 
We were both aghast, terror-stricken. Her screams were heard by the entire neighborhood and the 
children burst into our room with concerned expressions on their faces. I ushered the children out, 
afraid of what they might think. Panicking, I rushed to clean her face, and crimson trails of what was 
definitely blood rolled down her face.  Fortunately, the mark turned out to be temporary, but the 
psychological effect it had on my wife was definitely not. Mayor... she’s no longer the same anymore; 
even the littlest of noises startle her. Her once sanguine face which burst with radiance has all but 
disappeared. Now she is gaunt and somber; no vestige of her past liveliness can be found. The 
sudden mood change has been detrimental to our children as well, casting a net of depression over 
the entire house. Nobody really talks anymore. 
  Every day my wife wakes in a cold sweat beside me, having a hysterical fit and furiously 
pleading that we move out. I wholeheartedly agree with her. I want to leave and just get away from 
whatever lives in that house. Everyday my wife and I go to sleep half-expecting to never wake up 
again. It’s a terrible matter. There is only one problem preventing us from seeking refuge elsewhere. 
From a financial standpoint, my family and I are seriously in debt, and moving for a second time in 
four months is simply impossible. 

And so, dear mayor, I write this letter pleading the municipality to provide financial aid to 
my family and help us just escape the psychological torment 124 Melbourne Road has put us all 
through. I don’t think any of our family can stand living in there. We’re going to live on the streets if 
it really comes down to it. 
 
    My family and I frantically await your reply. I’m afraid our lives may depend on it. 
 

Sincerely,        

~Mr.Cotterill 
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ADVAIT PATIL; GRADE 7 
Lessons from Nature	  
	  

Water	  
I was told, 

Just be like the river, always flow. 
Accept everything that’s thrown, 

Find a way to go on. 
Be so kind and pure, 

Like a droplet of w a t e r 
Earth 

Be soft like mud, 
Yet strong as a boulder. 

Erode away, 
Then reform 

Change and create new things, 
Be like the e a r t h 

Wind 
Act as the morning breeze, 

Light and swift. 
Act like the evening wind, 

Soft and cool. 
Stay calm, don’t be a gale 

Be like the w i n d 
 

Fire 
Smoldering passion, 

In your flickering heart 
Focused and driven, 

With a fiery will 
Stand out, 

a spark in the night 
Be like the f l a m e s 
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ADVAIT PATIL; GRADE 7 
Wishes 
 

Blow a dandelion seed, 
precious tufts of silk drift  a  w  a  y . 

 
A flash of light streaks across the sky, 

Make a   w  i  s  h . 
 

Hope it comes true, 
Have a     d  r  e  a  m . 

 
The flickering embers on a birthday cake 

Dwindle to a speck of hopeful   l  i  g  h  t . 
 

Make a wish- 
Let it come     t   r   u   e . 
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MYRA CHENG & VIVIAN HUANG; GRADE 7 

Spontaneous Lessons  
 

One 
Why Olive chose me to be her sole friend was something I still could not quite comprehend. 

She was a short, Latino girl with a confident manner of speaking and persistent, persuading eyes. On 
the other hand, I was your average Joe perhaps rather lonely, but nothing out of the ordinary.  

I had been hovering over a signup sheet for track. Finally scribbling down my name and 
homeroom number, I clumsily dropped the pencil and turned around to see a round, Olive-skinned 
face topped with a black fedora staring right back at me. 

“Uh, hi...?” Instead of replying, she arched an eyebrow at the name Mickey Ophéle on the 
signup sheet. “Is your name really Mickey, like the Mouse? That’s so cool, unlike my name. I mean, 
Olive? It is unbelievably lame to share a name with a vegetable. But who knows what Chilean 
grandmothers think when they name babies? Mi abuela was always crazy.” 

She studied the clipboard attached to the wall and continued with an impish smile, “Hey, 
want to go the park this afternoon? I’m doing the 100-meter dash, too. We can race.” Without 
waiting for a response, she walked off. I watched her rhythmic strides until her silhouette 
disappeared. 

Later that day, she beat me by a tenth of a second. 
 

Two 
We walked on the flat, paved ground toward the small building, which was rather 

nondescript. Had I driven past, I wouldn’t give it a second glance. Olive produced a key and 
unlocked the door and I watched in amazement. She always seemed to know what she was doing. 

“Let’s go, Mickey,” she gestured toward me, and then to the interior. I stepped in and the 
complete blackness washed over me, an unexpected contrast from the dim outdoors, the latter being 
illuminated subtly by streetlights. 

The total gloom faded as my eyes adjusted. I could faintly make out bookshelves...and 
bookshelves... and more bookshelves. I turned toward Olive and she gave a slight nod of approval. I 
stumbled forward, feeling a rush of eagerness surge through me. I chose to run to the closest 
bookshelf. Strangely, the sign on the side read a set of numbers 90-99. I began to envision exactly 
what Olive had in store. Masterpieces of literature, categorized by year? Or perhaps they were rare 
copies. I knew of the libraries in Baghdad and Alexandria, overflowing with precious texts. 

Then, as I inched closer, I realized with a start - they were bookends. Rows and rows of 
bookends, organized by both color and size, were all that was contained in the floor-to-ceiling 
shelves. I stared at them and leaned over to touch a rather tiny one, made of turquoise blown glass, 
and engraved with tiny swirls that furthered its likeness toward ocean waves.  In a small corner, a 
short phrase had been etched: To my Olive. 11/7/98 

“Wow,” I managed. 
Olive launched into explanation. “It’s from my grandmother. She loved making these. She 

always told me that bookends are quite overlooked in the grand scheme of things. ” She tossed her 
hair back, and laughed. “She always described them like little children. Hiding behind the boasting, 
meaningless talk of the adults. Their personalities are never recognized. When the adults are 
disgraced, so are their children. No one cares about the bookends that are propping up books, after 
all. They are just for decoration.” 
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     Three 
 The cat paused to stare at the two of us.  Never the one to pass down an opportunity to 
chat, Olive gave it a cheery wave. “Hello, mister!” To me, she said, “Let’s get down. He’s so cute!” 
 “Olive, Mr. Carter is really strict about punctuality and…” 
 “I know we need to get there at ten, but we can bike fast later, can’t we? Surely our lives have 
time for one misplaced animal. He even has a collar.” 
 We dismounted the bikes. Olive hurried to the stray while I lingered behind, first awkwardly 
unhooking my leg from the metal structure of the bike and then remaining at a distance, only 
hearing the soft tinkling of the bell attached to his neck, watching his green eyes swivel from left to 
right. I had never been quite comfortable with animals. 
 “For the love of God, Mickey! It’s a harmless pet.” 
 She reached out to coddle the creature. It seemed to happen in slow motion.  Olive’s pale, 
slender hand reaching out, the animal’s paw extending, its sharp claws grazing her skin, an ear-
splitting scream. 

“I’m fine,” Olive gasped, and got on her bicycle. Me, being slower to react, also began 
pedaling as hard as I could until we were a fair distance away. 
 “What the heck happened there? You should be more careful,” when the words came out of 
my mouth, I realized I sounded like an overprotective mother. 
 “No, it’s okay. It just... hurts. Look, it’s barely bleeding.” She dabbed at the crimson liquid 
with her thumb. “Poor kitty. He’s just lost in the world, without a purpose. Many people are, really. 
It’s just that people have money, and civilization, and petty things to occupy themselves. But really, 
we are often no better at them. My abuela, she believed everyone had a purpose.  It’s just that most 
haven’t found it yet.” Olive sighed, looking apologetic at her outburst. “Okay, now let’s get to that 
science fair meeting, because it stars at...” she checked her watch. “In three seconds.” 
  

Four 
It was a hazy August afternoon, the kind where one might sit on the porch and drink 

lemonade and complain of the scorching heat while secretly enjoying it, and I decided that I wanted 
to impress Olive. I believed that if I could somehow show that I could sneak up on her, I would be 
able to gain respect from her, who seemed to best me in everything. 

As she tiptoed towards the cemetery, I still had no idea what she was planning to do. I felt 
rather hurt that she had not invited me, and that only kindled my interest further. It was obvious 
that she did not want anyone to notice what she was doing as she constantly looked over her 
shoulder, at which time I had to duck behind some nearby bushes.  As she neared one particular 
grave, I could see that someone else was there, too, an aging man with well-tailored khakis and a 
checkered shirt. As he bent down to stick a medley of flowers beside the headstones, I could see his 
lips moving. Olive trailed behind, carefully holding radiantly bright orange marigolds. 

That abuela of hers, I realized. I was about to walk away and leave them to pay their respects 
when she turned and exclaimed, “Mickey!” 

She paused as her grandfather gave her a disapproving look. Though he was clearly trying to 
speak in hushed tones, I could still here, as I had come quite close by now. He spoke in rapid 
Spanish. I caught some phrases in bits and pieces, the shattered fragments of a one-sided 
conversation. Don’t let a stranger come ... Are you trying to dishonor your grandmother?  ... Foreigner ... Fifth-year 
anniversary ... you let him, someone unknown, participate in our tradition of laying flowers? 

I was torn. Should I retort, or go away? “I - I’m sorry. I’ll leave now.” 
“Wait.” It was Olive. “He’s my friend. I think she would have liked him.” 
“But he has no flowers!” the grandfather protested, this time in thickly accented English. 
Olive gave me a bright orange marigold and I laid it down. It looked forlorn among the 

more muted white tulips. She set another one of her marigolds beside it. 
Olive nudged me. “Two marigolds. They will last until the rain comes,” she added with a 

cheerful glance at the sun above our heads. 
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MEERA SRINIVASAN; GRADE 7 
Taking Flight  

 
I walk home from school, wearing my heavy backpack, carrying my flute, and measuring my 

steps against the squares of concrete on the sidewalk. ‘School was so boring today,’ I think. ‘I had four easy 
tests and my legs still hurt from running three miles.’ But the large shadow cruising overhead tells me that 
today is not going to be typical. 

I stop in my tracks and stare up at the sky. The thing that’s making the shadow is about the 
size of a school bus and the same green color as a blade of grass in the spring. It gets closer... and 
closer... until it seems like it’s about to land on my head. I sprint at a pace that would have won me 
the gold medal in any Olympics. But this doesn’t help. The thing keeps following me, completely 
freaking me out. No one else seems to notice it, as the traffic on the nearby street is progressing as 
normal. 

I keep running until I’m a block away from home and deprived of all my energy. The thing 
lands right in front of me on the sidewalk, and I finally see what it really is... 

It’s a dragon. Like the creature mentioned in so many children’s storybooks, the one that 
always appeared in my nightmares when I was just a kid. Except this one is totally for real, because I 
can see it with my own eyes. Its teeth are as sharp as its claws, which in turn are so pointy that I fear 
that my eyes will be poked out if I don’t run for my life. The only thing that prevents me from doing 
so is the glint of friendliness in the creature’s topaz-blue eyes, and the hint of a smile on its face. It’s 
almost as if I’m receiving an unspoken message screaming, “I won’t hurt you!” 

The dragon lifts one of its claws and picks me up as I try to hold on to my backpack and my 
flute. The instrument almost drops from my unsteady hand, but the dragon somehow catches it with 
utmost gentleness and returns it to me. Afraid that it will fall down or something, I shove it in my 
backpack. And then the dragon takes off. 

I don’t know how to describe the flight that I’m forced to take. Riding a dragon isn’t like 
flying in an airplane, because you can feel the thrill and the wind in your face as you look down on 
the small world below. And it’s extremely turbulent, too. I do all I can to not fall off.  

The reptile gathers speed at a tremendous rate, and the wind feels like it’s tearing at my face. 
I close my eyes and grab on tighter. My dark red hair, which had all been pulled back into a ponytail 
a few minutes earlier, is completely undone. ‘At least I’m not going faster than the speed of sound,’ I think, 
recalling some of the information from science class. ‘If I was, I would have heard the sonic boom by now.’ 

And then I hear it. No, not the sonic boom, but a way louder noise, accompanied by a flash 
of light so bright that I can see it with my eyes closed. The dragon continues to fly, and only picks 
up more speed. My eyes are still sealed shut, and my hair whips at my face. After what feels like 
eternity, the dragon drops down like a really heavy stone thrown out of the sky. I tighten my grip on 
the green scales, not wanting to plummet who-knows-how-many feet to my doom. When I’ve 
stopped moving, I open my eyes and look around. I’ve landed right in front of a large cast-iron gate.  

The dragon picks me up and drops me on the ground, which appears to be whitewashed and 
is firm beneath my feet. I stretch my legs and step forward. The gates don’t seem locked. Out of 
curiosity and nothing else, I push them open and try to get through. After I give the gates my 
hardest shove, nothing still happens. Disappointed, I sit down, just as a computerized-sounding 
voice says, “State your name.” Nervously, I force out the words “Karine Danvers.” The 
disembodied yet familiar voice calmly replies, “Come forward. We’ve all been waiting for you.” 

Clutching the straps of my backpack, I walk through the gates, leaving the dragon behind. 
‘Who owns the mysterious voice, and where have I heard it before?’ I wonder. Waiting for me on the other side 
of the gate, her face showing no expression is a girl. She looks a few years older than me, her mouth 
in a ruler-straight line. She has a bronze waterfall of hair, and smoky gray-blue eyes that seem to 
pierce my skull. 
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“Hello and welcome to this parallel universe, where you’ll be living from now on,” says the 
girl. “My name is Laina.”  

I stare blankly at this eerily familiar face, wondering if this was a prank or a lucid dream. 
“Okay. First of all, why do you want me to live in your parallel universe thingie? And what’s with the 
dragon?” I ask, my tone leaking with suspicion. 

Laina manages to answer my questions with a straight face. “You should have lived here, 
except a slight mix-up occurred just after your birth and you went to live in your current universe. If 
the switch hadn’t occurred, you would be my younger sister. I’d call you adopted, except you came 
from a different universe. And now there are two versions of you, both living in the same universe. 
One of them is called Karen Denver, and the other one is you. As for the dragons, they are our 
preferred method of transport here.“ 

Now I’m not sure what to say. I’ve just been entrusted with a decision more difficult than 
anything I’ve experienced: whether to live in this strange world where I’m wanted desperately and 
where I can ride dragons every single day, or to return to my home where I’m not supposed to be. I 
keep thinking about this for an eternity, and finally I decide. 

“I don’t know. I mean, I don’t want to disappoint you, but I also don’t want to leave my 
family and everything.” I instantly regret saying this, as Laina doesn’t seem like the kind of person 
I’d expect to get disappointed. I even doubt the fact that she’s human. And watching Laina just 
stand there, expression unchanging, makes me feel even more certain about this. So I finally make 
up my mind... 
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ESHANI MEHTA; GRADE 7 
World Peace  
 
All around, I see militants pace, 
Nowhere seems to be a safe place. 
Humanity is in grief, 
While there is no relief 
The guns have been shot 
And the wars have been fought.  
World peace is really what we need today  
An increase in weapons is definitely not the way, 
To solve any of the problems 
Which we face today 
Universal brotherhood is the only path 
To stop the increasing bloodbaths. 
Be kind to everyone 
And give no one the reason 
To kill innocent people 
With guns and pistols. 
To destroy one nation 
Is like destroying the world’s foundation. 
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PUJA UPPALAPATI; GRADE 7 

Perceptions  
 
Mrs. Caramount stepped out of her warm car and walked onto the school campus. The 

sound of her high heels clacking echoed in the empty grounds, and it was so cold she couldn't help 
shivering. But she always came to school early; she was a teacher, and that's what teachers do. And 
she was proud to say that she loved teaching. Being among such energetic and creative minds was 
very refreshing. Best of all, when she saw that they finally understood a concept, and their lit up 
faces made her feel all warm and fuzzy on the inside. She had been teaching high school freshmen 
for five years, and she had loved every student. Until now… 

Now, for the first time ever, she had a problem student - RAYMOND.  
Mrs. Caramount unlocked the door to her classroom and walked in. She used to feel happy 

on school mornings. Now she dreaded school mornings and always pressed the snooze button. All 
thanks to that … Raymond.  She sighed. He might be a pain, but there was nothing she could do 
about it. She would just have to put up with him. 

She reached her desk, and groped around for her lesson plan. It was about the origins of 
U.S. government.  She had prepared very well for today, but whether the students would benefit...it 
all depended on the amount of their talking. She liked her first period, but they were steadily falling 
behind her other students because of constant chattering. 

She knew there was nothing she could do to improve the lesson, but she reviewed it anyway. 
It made her feel like today she could preserve her tiny island of Order among Chaos. About fifteen 
minutes later, she could hear the students gaily talking to each other. She sighed. Today Chaos had 
won. Another day of desperately trying to get the students to quiet down. 

The bell rang, its jarring sound startling her. No matter how many times she heard that 
noise, Mrs. Caramount always felt that she could never get used to it. Then the students surged into 
the classroom. She smiled at them as they walked by: sweet Bessie, shy Julian, talkative but well-
meaning Clarissa, cheerful Daniel...then frowned when Raymond swaggered in. She quickly looked 
him over. Messy hair, long blond bangs, sharp blue eyes. As usual, he looked tired and was scowling. 

Raymond was...how could she even begin to describe him? Well, he was often tired, bleary-
eyed, and extremely peevish. It was an ugly truth, but teenagers did have crazy parties sometimes. 
Even more irritating, he was rude, belligerent and did not seem to care about school at all. Mrs. 
Caramount avoided interacting with him as much as possible. 

When the students finally all seemed to be seated, she clapped her hands and said, "Class, 
quiet down! Because of your constant chattering, you are steadily falling behind all my other 
periods!" Gasps and other exclamations of shock came from all the students. Except Raymond, who 
merely yawned. "So please, quiet down so I can teach you! Today I am going to teach you about the 
origins of U.S. government..." 

She droned on and on, barely pausing for breath. For the hundredth time, she was grateful 
that she had a strong voice. Fortunately, for once the class did not chatter on. Perhaps they would 
finally be able to catch up to her other periods. 
 

After a while, she decided they deserved a break, so she told them to compare notes with the 
person right next to each other. Immediately everyone started talking to each other. She looked 
around, checking to see if everyone was following her instructions. To her pleasant surprise, 
everyone was working together like they were supposed to. She felt very satisfied with herself...and 
lost that feeling when she saw Raymond. Instead of comparing notes with his classmate, Raymond 
was scribbling something on a binder paper. How dare he! She turned around and took a few deep 
breaths. After that she had calmed down sufficiently, Mrs. Caramount went to Raymond’s desk. 
When he did not respond, she yelled, “Raymond!” 
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He looked up and said, coolly, “Call me Ray.” 
“I call my students by their real names, Raymond.” 
“You’re so mean!” 
“How rude! What would your parents think?” 
He stiffened, then suddenly stood up and yelled, “How dare you talk about my parents! 

NEVER mention that subject again!!!” 
She jumped, then stalked away. The nerve of that boy! Surely anyone could see why she 

couldn't stand him! She made a mental note to talk to his parents that day.  
The rest of the day was rather uneventful. All her other periods behaved themselves. As 

usual, the afternoon went by in a blur, and the end of the day came before she knew it. She had 
finished packing up and was just about to leave when she remembered something - she had planned 
to talk to Raymond's parents. She forced herself to walk over to the office and find out where 
Raymond lived. It turned out he lived in an apartment complex. 

She thanked the office staff and walked to the parking lot to get her car and started driving. 
Much to her unease, she noticed that the further she went, the seedier the streets looked. She saw 
graffiti, dirty shops, tiny houses, and, most shockingly of all, a homeless man! She was starting to get 
worried that she was going to get robbed, and felt slightly relieved when she arrived at the complex. 
However, she noticed it was looking rather old and shabby. Mrs. Caramount hoped that she 
wouldn't have to spend much time there. 

She went to the front desk and asked the number of the Candells. It was 214, which was on 
the fourth floor. 

As she walked down the fourth floor, she fretted. This certainly wasn’t one of those family-
friendly places. The ragged carpet might have once been blue, but now it had faded to a dull, murky, 
indistinguishable color. The walls were covered in fading whitewash. She banged the tarnished 
gilded knocker impatiently, then quickly opened the door. 

The apartment was even smaller than she thought it would be. She could only see three 
rooms. Well, this apartment certainly wasn’t going to be on the cover of any magazine.  
 

Suddenly a grade-school kid with blond hair ran into the living room screaming. Then 
Raymond appeared, chasing after the kid and screaming, “Alex!!! Come back here and do your 
homework!!!” He grabbed the kid and started shaking him by the shoulders, yelling, “How many 
times do I have to tell you to do your homework??!! It’s really not that hard! You have it easy! All 
you have to do is write notecards for your speech! When I was your age, I - ”    
 

He probably would have gone on and on, but just then another grade-school kid - a girl - 
interrupted him: “Oh, stop it. You sound just like an old man.” 

Alex chimed in, saying, “You ARE an old man.” 
Ray growled and yelled, “I am not an old man!”  
“Then why do you have grey hairs?” 
“And whose fault is that, Peggy? Alex? Yours, of course! I have given up so much for both 

of you ungrateful - ” 
“You gave up the possibility of going to college, a social life, your youth, and most 

importantly, junk food. Blah blah blah. I say, you should be glad we forced you to give up snacks." 
“WHY, YOU - ” 
“What are you going to do to me? Give me a time-out? That’s for babies.”  
“Yeah! I mean, are you going to ground me? I’m already grounded.” 

“I cannot believe how disrespectful you - both of you - are to your elder brother! What happened to, 
respect your elders, and, treat others the way you want to be treated! It’s the decay of morals! There 
are just no manners in modern society anymore! I mean - ” 

And the lecture continued, but Mrs. Caramount had seen enough. Ray wasn’t anything like 
she had thought! Every assumption she had made about him had been turned upside down. He 
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wasn't some lazy, rebellious punk; he was an older brother who had sacrificed a lot to help his 
younger siblings. She was the lowest. She couldn’t just assume things about someone without really 
knowing them at all. Looks like everything really was not as it seemed. Mrs. Caramount quietly 
closed the door and left. 
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MAHIMA SANGLI; GRADE 6 

Goner  
 
I begged her to hurry 
She wouldn’t listen 
I told her to stop  
She wouldn’t heed my command 
I meant to take care of her  
But I let her grow far too independent  
Too far out of reach  
It had been the most perfect afternoon  
Too perfect  
We were both ecstatic  
That treacherous kind of happiness  
That was sure to fail us  
-  
Terror gripped me 
For as she was slowing  
The truck was speeding  
As she was strolling  
The truck was rushing  
And though she tried to rush as well  
It was too late  
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EMILY CHEN; GRADE 7 
Works of Nature  
 
Untainted beauty. Gray and wrinkled skin 
Resounding, trumpeting call 
Ponderous creature. 
 
Snowflakes swirling down 
Frolicking from gloomy sky 
Tree limbs drooping down 
An ancient oak tree. 
 
Blossoming rosebush 
Clusters of yellow flowers 
Warmed by golden sun. 
 
Torrents of water 
Streaks of shimmering silver 
A small waterfall. 
 
Pressed ruby petals 
Dry and silky bits of rose 
Summer memories. 
 
Flower of daybreak 
Blue faces streaked with snow white 
Wait to greet the sun. 
 
Petals of white silk 
Strikingly pale on dark leaves 
Springtime carnations. 
 
A lotus flower 
Whisper of arriving spring 
Blossom of the water. 
 
Spring brings us new life  
Profusions of flowers grow 
Budding leaves on ancient trees. 
 
Cherry tree blossoms 
Light wind murmurs through branches 
Petals flutter down.  
 
Iridescent ocean 
Hued in emerald blue shades 
Reflecting sunset. 
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Sunset in Venice 
Mirrored on the clear water 
Colors repeated. 
 
Little pearly buds 
Peek out from among green leaves 
Spring is arriving.  
 
Twinkling stars above 
Pinpricks of light in dark night 
Streetlights glow below. 
 
Cold and stormy day 
Foreboding clouds settle in 
Pounding silver rain. 
 
Monarch butterflies 
Hordes of orange and black wings 
Cover shining sun. 
 
Apples weigh down limbs 
Rosy fruit to be picked soon 
Harvest time draws near. 
 
Fireworks sparkle 
Bursts of color in dark sky 
Light up frosty night. 
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NIKHIL AJJARAPU; GRADE 7 
Acceleration of Time  

 
Jake was an average kid. He was in 7th grade at the age of 12, 5 feet tall and had a mop of 

black hair on the top of his head. He did well in school, mostly got A’s and B’s, and completed his 
homework on time. 

On a particular day, he woke up late (as usual) and whizzed through his morning routine, so 
he trudged to his school 2 miles away.  

As he approached the first right, he mused,” The school should announce the “Prize” exams 
anytime soon.” 

Just in case you don’t know, the “Prize Exams” are exams which you get prizes if you score 
well on them. Oh, and they count for 50% of your math grade. Anyway, back to the story. 
  He had wondered why they hadn’t announced them yet, but he didn’t bother to ask anyone. 
He was looking forward them as they had awesome prizes like a PS3, an iPhone 5, and others. 

“They announced them in May last year, but its May 29 today,” he thought as he glanced at 
this watch. He advanced towards the familiar logo of a chimera, which stood for the Lexington 
Lions, which was the name of his school’s football team.  He pondered over the reason of why the 
school saw fit to put a mythical monster, which was supposed to have parts from various animals 
instead of a plain old ferocious lion, then quickly shoved open the closed double doors because the 
final bell was about to ring.  When he entered the building, he saw his friend rush towards him. His 
friend exclaimed, “Did you hear? Even though they announced the prize “exams” will be on June 
20th, they changed to tomorrow in time for the all-school sports meet!” Suddenly, Jake felt as if 
someone had punched in the gut so hard, he was knocked out. For a moment he thought he was 
seeing stars, but he quickly realized that he was looking at his special-edition Night Sky™ binder. 
The school had announced the exams? And they were tomorrow? Then he had a vivid flashback.  

He was talking about the pizza party which was going to take place at the school that 
afternoon when his Social Studies teacher barked, ”Jake, I don’t what to see your face.” He scowled 
in such a bad way that he looked like he was going to hit me with the ruler he always held.  He had 
cowered under the gaze and rapidly scurried out of the room. Then he heard his classmates saying 
the Pledge of Allegiance, but then he couldn’t hear more because the door was closed.  Guess which 
day that was on? Jake smacked his forehead with his palm and he said, ”Are you sure?”  
”Yes!”  

The rest of the day whizzed by. He didn’t hear what any of the teachers said, so when his 
science teacher said to staple the worksheet into your book and wash your hands, he poured water 
on his book and stapled his hand! Luckily, it didn’t go through his bone, so all it did was bleed a little 
bit. But he didn’t even feel half the pain that it should have given him.  He couldn’t eat at lunch 
because he was sick with worry.  When he finally went home, he put on his best “happy” face and 
walked into the kitchen. “Hey Mom!” he exclaimed.  

“Hi honey, how was your day at school?” said Mom.  
“Oh, it was great,” Jake lied, while trying to wrestle open the refrigerator door.    
“Okay then, grab whatever you can find,” Mom said, and Jake grabbed a pack of Doritos 

with such force that it exploded. Then, Jake grabbed a Ziploc bag to clean up everything, but he 
popped it on accident.  

“Gosh, Jake, what’s gotten into you?” asked Mom, who was clearly baffled.  
 
Jake shrugged his shoulders, although he knew what got into him. He headed to his room 

empty-handed to do his homework and study for the tests, although Mom didn’t know about that. 
He didn’t bother to tell her because he knew it only would only lead to him being grounded and 
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awful punishments being inflicted on him. He looked at his watch. Yikes! It was 4:30. He went up 
the stairs, locked the door and sat down for some serious studying.  
 

This is how the rest of his day progressed: 
5:00 – Homework finished 
6:00 – Finished doing his daily amount of math problems  
6:00 – Finished forgotten part of homework 
7:00 – Dinner 
7:30 – Shower 
8:00 – Start studying in clandestine manner and drowsy mood 

 
After a while he groaned and sank his head into his lap. It was 9:00 already! Time seemed to 

speed up! He opened up his next textbook and started reading. His mom called him, but he didn’t 
respond. Finally at 10:00 PM, he fell into a deep stupor, and slowly sank his head onto the table in a 
deep sleep. 

The next day, he awoke with a start. It was 9:00 AM and school started at 8! He rose up but 
his feet didn’t seem to be working. He grunted with effort, but they remained glued to the floor. 
Then the floor collapsed. Jake fell… and fell… and fell and then he awoke with a start again. 
Awoke? He was puzzled.  

“Where am I?” he said. His vision didn’t seem to be working, or it was night. Then he 
realized this wasn’t a dream. He rushed out of bed and checked his phone. It was 4 AM, May 12th! 
Jake heaved a huge sigh of relief.  The exams weren’t supposed to be announced for another week! 
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ARTWORK  
 

EMILY YE; GRADE 7 
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ANIKETH UMESH; GRADE 7  
Blooming Fast 
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